American Decades Research Project

Body Paragraph

You selected a decade. You selected two topics. What do you do next? What exactly do you research?

You are researching two things for EACH topic:

#1 WHY IS __________________________ IMPORTANT TO THE DECADE?
   EXPLAIN THE INFLUENCE OF __________________________.

Prove the topic had an important impact on society. Did it change the lives of Americans? Did it change science, technology, the music industry, health-care, fashion? Be specific and detailed. (This change could be positive or negative or both.) Explain who/what/where/when/ why and/or HOW!

#2 WHY IS __________________________ IMPORTANT TO HISTORY?
   HOW HAS __________________________ CHANGED HISTORY?

Has your topic impacted changed history (from your decade until to present times)? How does it still impact society in 2013? Explain who/what/where/when/ why and/or HOW!